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Cosimo Classics. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 284 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x
5.0in. x 0.7in.Destruction and violence! How is the ordinary man to know that the most violent
element in society is ignorance; that its power of destruction is the very thing Anarchism is
combating - Emma Goldman, from Anarchism: What It Really Stands For From the turn of the 20th
century to the turn of the 21st, the fiery words of notorious anarchist Emma Goldman continue to
echo with passion, insight, and intelligence. Beyond the title essay, Goldmans impassioned calls for
equality, individual freedom, and social justice encompass: . Minorities versus Majorities . The
Psychology of Political Violence . Prisons: A Social Crime and Failure . Patriotism: A Menace to
Liberty . The Hypocrisy of Puritanism . The Traffic in Women . The Tragedy of Womens Emancipation
. Marriage and Love . The Drama: A Powerful Disseminator of Radical Thought . and more. They were
prophetic when they were first published in 1910, but these essays demonstrate that even today
Goldman, a thinker of profound wisdom, has not yet seen her time come. Also available from
Cosimo Classics: The Social Significance of Modern Drama, by Emma Goldman. Anarchist and...
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Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book from my i and dad encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Mr. Jerry Littel-- Mr. Jerry Littel

These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me searching ahead and much more. It generally does not expense an excessive amount of. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Prof. Angelo Graham-- Prof. Angelo Graham
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